In our previous study, a field observation on ship motions, waves, wind and mooring loads was conducted for a 45,500DWT bulk carrier at a harbor which faces to the Pacific Ocean. The terminal for the bulk carrier was located at an exposed area to the ocean, and thus it was concluded that the large ship motions moored along the terminal were induced by swell and long-period wave. Recently a mooring accident occurred at the terminal for a 50kDWT class ore carrier. In this study, we have conducted a survey upon the ship mooring and weather condition based on the captain's report, weather chart and wave data, and also tried to reproduce the ship's behavior during cargo handling operation through a numerical simulation of ship motions and mooring loads.
The vessel arrived at the port anchorage.
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The vessel was made fast (Port side) alongside. With backing from ESE'ly to E'ly strong breeze, the vessel moved forward and aft, thus another mooring rope aft(1-spring) snapped.
The wind was backing from E'ly to ENE'ly near gale, pushing the vessel towards the quay, and a loud bang with vibration was heard.
The vessel was in continuous forward and aftward motion, and another loud banging and vibration was heard. The Master looked down the quay and noticed the quay fenders were damaged. Stevedores boarded and starded lifting out bulldorzers from cargo holds.
The Pilot boarded.
The vessel headed to sea to avoid further damages both for vessel and quay. Dec. 24
The vessel was made fast alongside again.
The vessel completed discharge.
The vessel left the port.
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